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See no evi I
Proposal to penalize
witnesses of cheating
rejected by honor panel
By Jennifer Slegel
staff writer

By a 16-15 vote, the Honor Council and Assembly defeated a proposal that would penalize'students
who witness but don't report Honor
Code violations.
Students who witnessed a violation and failed to report the offense
could have been suspended from
JMU for one semester if the proposal passed. Honor Council rules
also must be approved by JMU's
Honor Advisory Board.
Honor Council President Kym
Layne said, "I wasn't disappointed
that it was voted down because it can
now be looked at more closely —
such as, do we want a lesser penalty?
(for not reporting violators).
"I have a feeling that it will be
brought up again, but will be
modified."
Cleveland Hall representative Patty Freeman said the majority of
students in her hall agreed with the
proposal, but thought a onesemester suspension was too strict.
Honor violations are punishable
by a minimum one-semester suspension, according to JMU's student
handbook.
Weaver Hall representative Tim
McDonald also said the suspension
was too harsh.

The bill should be passed, but the
punishment should be decided on a
case-by-case basis, he said.
Maggie Loughran, a School of
Business representative, said the proposal only would cause greater confusion regarding the interpretation
of cheating.
The proposal, if passed, would
result in word-against-word, and
force students to decide whether to
report friends caught cheating or
violate the Honor Code, several
assembly members said.
Layne said, "Cheating hurts the
person in an abstract way, although
sometimes they will never feel the effect. Cheating indirectly affects
students here and, later on down the
line, the reputation of Madison will
suffer."
Last semester, only two alleged
honor violations were investigated.
They were dropped because of a lack
of evidence. Two cases are being investigated administratively this
month. A student can choose to have
the violation handled by JMU's
Honor Council coordinator rather
than the Honor Council.
>■ It was announced that Honor
Awareness Week will be held March
26S29. Events planned include a
student-faculty luncheon at
Chandler Hall with a guest speaker,
a mock trial and a film.

App lication by air —

*•«• smith,assistant

dire
director of admissions, received an unusual admissions
application In the mall Friday. A balloon sent by high
school senior Eileen Murphy of West Essex, N.J., came
with a note stating, "Please do not forget about me; my
application Is on the way!" (Photo by Greg Fletcher)

Opinions split on graduation format change
*

By Mark Miller

•taff writer

Feelings are mixed about the
elimination of the student-president
handshake at graduation.
SGA President Isabel dimming
said, "I think it will be positive
because it will only be an hour. People who want to shake the
president's hand still can after the
ceremony. A lot of people don't
really care and just want to leave."

Senior Veronica Williams said, "I
think since the university is growing,
something had to be done about
graduation. It's too bad, but it's
probably the best thing to do.
Shortening the ceremony should
help."
Senior Laura Simmons said, "I
think it's the only thing they can
possibly do. Three hours is an awfully long time to sit in the sun."
Some students are disappointed in
the change.

Musical ino
For $25, you can send a singfor any happy
messages j&Ztelegram
ion.
Inside, page

8

Junior Ruth Rossmiller said, "I
think it's sad that it's been taken
out, because it's a tradition. I think
it will make things faster, but it
won't change student behavior."
Senior Karen Thielhorn said the
traditional ceremony is "something
I've been looking forward to for
three years."
Sophomore Bryan Bouchelion
said the shortened ceremony "takes
away from the tradition. It will cut
down on the rowdiness, but that's

Streak
broken

part of tradition too."
Some students feel eliminating the
handshake with President Ronald
Carrier will make graduation less
personal.
Sophomore Brad Hiebert said, "I
think it will depersonalize the
ceremony. It would be nice to go up
and shake his hand to make it seem
like it was all worth it."
Senior Mark Merchant said
See QRADUATION, page 2 ►

The basketball team lost to
GMU for the first time In eight
years. iiis
Sports, page

11
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The Breeze is looking to fill the
positions listed here for March
1984 to March 1985. If you are interested in applying for any of
these positions or if you want to
work for The Breeze in some other
capacity, pick up an application at
The Breeze office or contact Ian
Katz, editor, by dialing 6127. You
also can write to him at The
Breeze, campus mail, AnthonySeeger Hall. Application deadline
is Feb. 3.

►
►
►
►

Photography
editor

Production manager
Assistant production manager
Paste-up people
Typists

9" Cheese Pizza $1.50

Luigi's # 1
1010 S. Main St.
433-1101

format will improve student
behavior. "We'll find out," he said.
"With a shorter format, it will be
less likely to have interruptions."
Dr. Raymond Dingledine, history
department head, is in favor of the
change. But he said, "I regret the
departure from shaking the president's hand.
"I think it's important to have a
(guest) speaker. Not only is it good
for the students, but it's a way for
the university to project it's image to
the general public," he said.
Dr. Lacy Daniel, dean of students,
said the shortened graduation "is
more likely to bring about the
decorum we're looking for. It will be
nice for it to be shorter for those of
us who participate in it.
"It is unfortunate we can't have
the ceremony like before and also
the handshake."

Tammy Scerton
Owen Farias
Charles Taylor
Constance Walker
Stave Locks*
JohaCaaseMI
ROM Mcnarsaon
CayFutto
YoNegey.
David Treue
alike Anart
JaneChocca

One Court Square

WE'VE MOVED
MASTERSCRIBE LTD.
WORD AND DATA PROCESSING CENTER
has moved from its temporary offices at 245
North Liberty Street to its permahent location
at ONE COURT SQUARE.

lenKeti
Business manager

Luigi's # 2
1059 S. High St.
4334077

245 N. Liberty St.

^ l3teeze

Daniel Flanagan

Each Extra Topping 50c

HAPPY HOUR 5-8 p.m.

c

EoJtor

i

Mon. - Fri. 11 a.m. - 2 p.m.

Driver

although it will be less personal,
"It's more expedient in the long
run."
Several faculty members and administrators think the satellite format will be a positive change.
Dr. Al Menard, associate dean of
students and a member of the ad hoc
graduation committee appointed by
Carrier, said the committee recommended the change "with great
regret."
"We know we're losing a tradition
that many students would liked to
have kept," Menard said. "With
growing number of graduates, it has
become a necessity."
Menard doesn't know if the new

Photographers

FREE PEPPERONI for this week only
with your purchase of a large or medium pizza.
MON.-THURS. 5-9 p.m.
Luigi's #1 only 1010 S. Main St.
LUNCH SPECIAL
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Come see us soon with your word and data
processing needs.

Tno eVsene la published Monday and Thursday mornings and distributed throughout JMU
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Drop might not happen here

Study says faculty demand to decline
tne graduate assistants teach and the rest are
research assistants.

By Elaine Toth
staff writer

A recent report predicts a national decline in the
demand for faculty, but it might not happen here.
A U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics report states
that the number of college and university faculty
members will drop from 744,000 to 632,000 by
1995. The number of graduate assistants will drop
from 140,000 to 124,000.
The decline will result from reductions in
college-age population and tuition increases.
But Dr. William Jackameit, JMU director of
planning, budget, and analysis, said, "We haven't
had any problems. I don't see us having to reduce
the size of the faculty" over the next ten years.
The number of college faculty positions is determined by the state.
JMU employs 435 full-time faculty and more
than 100 graduate assistants. About one-half of

Jackameit said the "useful life" of a typical
university teacher "is 30 to 35 years." Because of
JMU's young faculty, he doesn't anticipate many
turnovers.
Dr. Julius Roberson, dean of the School of
Education and Human Services, said about 10-percent of JMU's teaching graduates enroll in
graduate schools and become university teachers.
About 90 percent of the graduates will teach
kindergarten through twelth grade, he said.
Roberson said the School of Education has experienced a "continuing decline in enrollment."
Subjected to criticism by the media, teaching is
"less attractive" to students, he said.
At JMU, the number of undergraduate education majors declined from 1,800 in 1977 to 1,300 in
1983, he said.
The number of graduates in teacher education
has decreased from 550 in 1977 to 350 in 1983.

7 don't see us having to
reduce the size of the
faculty.'
Dr. William Jackameit,
d irector of planning,
budget and analysis

FanatlC fanS — Football fans gathered in Eagle's TV lounge ae early as noon Sunday to
Super Bowl that •tarred at 4:42 p.m. (Photo by Ming Lopng)

By Donna Sawyers
staff writer

'I

Arrests, drunken charges
increase on campus in 1983

If drunk on campus, "your
chances of getting arrested are pretty
damn good."
rested than females, according to
Alan MacNutt, JMU director of
police records. In 1983,44 males and
campus police and safety said drunk
12 females were arrested on DUI
in public charges here increased 20
charges.
percent last year from 1982.
MacNutt said JMU cadets must
JMU security arrested 60 students
arrest students on DIP charges even
in 1983 and 50 students in 1982.
if they are only walking back to their
But charges for driving, under the,,, dorm.
influence decreased 24 percents*^If acadet or pf fice_r_sees aidrijnkt/n
i
1982," 74 people: were attested. Fifty-"" "■ "person aricf does not "arrest' him, he
six people were arrested in 1983.
can be sued for not protecting stuFour times as many males are ardent's personal safety and the safety

of others.
An officer or cadet will allow a
drunken individual to return to a
dorm if a responsible person agrees
to takes them. If unescorted, the person must remain in jail until he
passes a sobriety test.
Dr. Lacy Daniel, dean of students,
said he is not surprised by the
number of student arrests because
most don't drink responsibly.
"Students are a little more sensi-

the

ble (today) in terms of how they
drink and they know what situations
can cause them problems," Daniel
said.
More students will take a cab
downtown rather than walk, he said.
Drinking affects the comunity's
perception- .of the university.
Although not every student drinks,
college students have been
stereotyped because of open and
communal drinking habits, he said.
Trash, destruction of private property and noise automatically are attributed to students, sometimes unfairly, Daniel said.

I
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Clip this form and put it in an
envelope with $1 for 1-10 words, $2
for 11-20 words, and so on.

Fill out:

Mail the envelope to The Breeze by
campus mail, or deliver it to our office in the basement of AnthonySeeger Hall.

Deadline for Thursday's paper is
noon Tuesday. Deadline for Monday's paper is noon Friday.

100 People Surveyed, The Top 5 Answers Are Listed Below

NAME SOMETHING YOU DO OVER
SPRING BREAK
■ WRITE YOUR TERM PAPER
- GET A JOB
- LISTEN TO YOUR PARENTS NAG
-SULK
- GO TO DAYTONA BEACH ■ FOR EIGHT SUNNY DAYS AND SEVEN ENDLESS NIGHTS
IN AN OCEANFRONT HOTEL, INCLUDING ROUND TRIP TRANSPORTATION WITH FOOD
AND REFRESHMENTS PROVIDED ON THE WAY DOWN (the PARTY starts here!)

ALL THIS AND MORE... ONLY $185.00
For further information and sign-up, call Lisa Padgett at 433-5654
/

—■■
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newsfile
Traffic light
will cost
$10,000 to fix
Repairs to the traffic light in front
of Anthony-Seeger Hall will cost at
least $10,000.
Repairs were to be completed by
March but the Virginia State Department of Highways and Transportation has not received the equipment
needed to synchronize the AnthonySeeger traffic light with those at
Grace Street and Cantrell Avenue.
A blinking light has controlled
traffic since December 1982.
John Driver, Harrisonburg assistant city manager, said he has contacted the state department about
the repairs each month since March.
"They promised it would be fixed
before school started. They keep
promising, but they never show up.
"I'd like to see it operating properly. It's bad for the pedestrians
and motorists with just a blinking
light," he said.
Ralph Smith, Harrisonburg
superintendent of streets, said, "It
isn't working too bad. Most of the
students seem to get across although
there's trouble at the times when
there's a lot of traffic.
"I know the situation is bad. Cer-

tainly something is being done about
it."
— Linda Wankow

Library sculpture
might be moved
The sculpture of James Madison
in the Madison Memorial Library
might be moved outside.
The sculpture, located at the bottom of the steps by the old library
entrance, will be moved outside the
building if plans are approved by the
State Fine Arts Commission.
Dr. Harold McGee, Planning and
Development Commission chairman, said the sculpture was designed
as an outdoor piece.
The proposal was sent to a committee that will discuss the
sculpture's history and propose locations for its replacement.
A similar proposal was made
several years ago, but the State Fine
Arts Commission turned it down
because of location discrepancies.
Other action at the Planning and
Development Commission meeting:
► A committee headed by Dr.
Paul Kipps will discuss the possibility of building an aboretum.
An arboretum is an outdoor area
where plants are grown for scientific
study.

Dr. Norlyn Bodkin proposed the
idea at the commission's Nov. 30
meeting.
The committee will plan the area
and submit cost estimates at its April
meeting.
The proposal must be approved by
the Engineering and Building
Revenue Council and by the Art and
Architecture Revenue Council. It
then will be submitted to the General
Assembly for approval.
— Donna Sawyers

will choose three students.
Senatofs could volunteer to be on
the committee by signing a list and
being interviewed by Straub.
SGA president Isabel Cumming
said the officers will promote class
and university loyalty.
— Donna Sawyers

Group to set
class officer criteria
Criteria for class officers will be
set Thursday.
A meeting to "work out the
details" is scheduled, said David
Harvey, SGA legislative vice president.
Election procedures and similiar
programs at other universites will be
discussed.
Harvey; Dr. Ray Sonner, vice
president of public relations; Tom
Watkins, alumnae services directbr;
Suzanne Straub, student affairs
director and six students will attend
the meeting. Two SGA senators each
will be chosen from the freshman,
sophomore and junior classes.
The six students will be chosen by
Thursday. Harvey and Straub each

■I

David Harvey, SGA legislative
vice president, will help select
criteria for class officers.

presents
&<*

THE AFRICAN HERITAGE
DANCERS AND DRUMMERS
One of the country's most colorful and authentic groups
bringing this heritage to life in launching
Black History Month.
Tuesday, Jan 31, 8 p.m.

—

Wilson Hall, JMU

Tickets for JMU faculty, staff and students are free and are available from the
information desk, Warren Campus Center and the office of the dean, School of
Fine Arts and Communication, Room 2, Anthony-Seeger Hall.
General admission tickets are $4 each and are available from the office of the
dean; Charles Mathias, downtown; and Centerpoint Bookstore, Valley Mall. For
information call the dean's office at 433-6472 weekdays.
—

off
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classifieds

by Berke Breathed

Bloom County
-tjhwmwre of THE niKsr,

For Sale
Male housing contract for sale
campus. Call Steve at 434-3641.

UMUCST, HOSTUNSfOttfP
REAL esmTE N THE 6NT!I«
WHJ>...mCM,0FOXJR%.
itms-meMQunB
5WT775H...
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Racing Skis. Kastle X-11 World Cups,
185s, Salomon 444 Bindings with ski
brakes, Olin ski bag and Continental ski
racks, $200. Call 433-2749.
Mala housing contract. Spring Semester
Call Randy 433-2724."

For Rent
Girls: room for rent. BIG, close to JMU.
Cheap. 434-7476.
Harris Gardens Apartments. $245 including utilities, city bus to JMU. Call
Bob 434-6599.
Female Housing Contract Call Peggy
434-2920.
Single Bedroom Apartment Dutchmill
Court, near campus, $2107month.
434-2100.
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Help Wanted
Waitress' nssdsd at Jess's Quick Lunch.
Apply in person.

Services
Confidential Abortion Services — All inquiries and services confidential. Convenient location near 1-81. For information
or appointment call Collect (301)
733-2400.
TYPING SERVICE - 20 years experience. S'.OO/page. Mrs. Price,
879-9935.

RWMER WKU MARCH PERKINS
W0O1R 9MV THOSe SCOW OF

Miaxmmwwm...
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mw mew eta OTHER mom,
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MADCAPS SINGING TELEGRAM SER
VICE — Make someone laugh. Birthdays,
Congratulations, Valentine's Day. Just
for fun. Something special for all occasions. 433-1599.

BVNCHOf
CMPOLA.

T-Shht Printing — quality work, low
prices. T Shirt art design service also
available. 433-0458.
Wedding Announcements — Great
selection and quality for less. Call
433Q458.
Sewing 4 Alterations. Reasonable Near
JMU. Call Kim 434-8604

Lost

It's about time for a good party; get ducked!

Grey A Tan Long Hair Female Kitten. Six
months old. Lost near Cantrell and Main.
Call 434-3916.

Hey star, Thanks for being there. I am
sorry. How about some'study breaks this
semester? Me

Opal Ring with 2 Diamond chips. Reward.
Call Jane 433-1816.

sex?

— when was the last time I had

Personals

Hermes — Thanks for the wonderful
Christmas presents! I missed you, and
I'm oh, so glad you're back Love: King

DON'T DRIVE DRUNK!!! Call 433-CARS
for a no hassles, free ride home. Friday
and Saturday nights from 900 p.m. to
3:00 a.m.

Caribbean Cruises over Spring Break or
in May. Meeting tonight at 8:30 p.m. Warren Campus Center. Room B, on the Mez-

Is H true you can buy Jeeps for $44
through the U.S. Government? Get the
facts today! Call (312) 742-1142. ext.
5090.
TEST YOURSELF: Are you an effective
time-manager? Can you work 2-4 hrs/wk
consistently? Are you success-oriented?
Earn base + performance-based
bonuses. 1-800-243-6679.
Clare — Miss You! "Y.K.I.A.LY." Bear
BMy — Happy Birthday (1 day late).
Hopefully it was spent sitting in a Jacuzzi with me! If not, I owe you one. Love
you. Preppy
Congratulations Tony Gostomskl on your
engagement to Teresa Gragg! We wish
you the best always and love you both.
NIc: Happy Birthday, you Party Animal!!
Rampage and Party Naked, because
we're going to Kansas!" I don't
remember anything alter that. "Was I
napping then? We're adorable! Love,
Miss Worry
Bathing Suits arriving daily. The Body
Shop. 2 North Mam Street, downtown.
Layaway forSprfrfg Break and best selec-

MISTAEKES

Everyone makes mistakes now and then.

In a newspaper, It could be a misspelled
name, a misheard quote, or a fact that's
fiction. Maybe a story bordered on bad
taste was overplayed, or was not covered
at ail.

zanlne.
FCA Sport-a-Thon 10:00 p.m. Friday.
January 27 to 6:00 a.m. Saturday,
January 28. $2.00 at door or sponsors.
BYOB — bring your own body!
To the guy who took my wallet from the
second floor of the library on Wednesday
between 4:30 and 4:45.1 hope you're hap
py. It's awful to think that we can't even
trust our own student body. I want you to
know that you stole things of irreplaceable value to me. I cant imagine
that you are any worse off than myself
that you would have to stoop so low to do
such an irresponsible, deplorable act. If
you have any kind of values, morals, conscience, or self-worth you will return
what isn't yours. You know who I am.
P.O. 3418.
.
Water Heads club meeting tonight at
Pool. All Interested Polo Players
welcome. Play Polo or E.S.A.D.
DONT DRIVE DRUNK!!! Call 433-CARS
for a no hassles, free ride home. Friday
and Saturday nights from 9:00 p.m. to
3:00 a.m.

Sometimes a mistake passes unnoticed:
► If you see something in n* Breeze that
2w£ COrrectiof.' w if W have a question
POtey
IWI KatZ Mu

*&S£S!!^

' *■

'

*. at

Or write him at The Breeze, JMU
Harrisonburg VA 22807.

The Breeze listens.

Girl who lost scarf In JM's — If you
wouldn't have gone foMftjJtt's. you
wouldn't have rost it. A courtier-culture
Trt$lgget»duclaKlthe2eWattlWTMr---nfWo1*bacI.
ftmnwiw.

Because nobody's, perfect
L
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announcements
Announcement* In Tlw BnMn «re provided free •* a
service lo readers. Events requiring an exchange of
money will not be published In me announcements
section. Entertainment notices may be sent to the Inside Arts and People section
Deadlines for announcements are noon Friday lor
Monday's Issue and noon Tuesday for Thursday's
Issue. Milling address Is The Breeze, communication
arts department, James Madison University, Harrlsonburg VA 22907. The Breeze office Js In the basement of
Anthony-Seeger Hall at Grace and South Main afreets.
Form for announcements Is WHO Is doing WHAT,
WHEN and WHERE. Items will be edited for brevity
Name and telephone number should be Included.

PI Mil Epsllofl — begins Its spring movie season
with "Donald Duck In Mathmaglc Land" and
"Geometric Forms In Nature," Jan. 25 at A p.m., Burruss 1t4. These films are free and open to the public.
Baptist Student Union — Jan 23: Commuter
student dinner at, Stuart Lewis' apartment; call
433-3545 for details. Jan. 29: New Psalm Singers
rehearsal, B p.m., BSU Jan. 26: weekly mealing starting at 5 p.m.
Blood drive) — sponsored by Delta Sigma PI Jan.
30 through Feb. 3, Rocklngham Memorial Hospltsl.
Sign up on Delta Sigma Pi bulletin board In Harrison
Hall.
ROTC Ski nkjht — JMU ROTC IS sponsoring s
skiing trip on Jan 25. Cost Is 88 for rentals and $8 for
lift tickets with group rate. For more Information, contact Capt. Kantch, X6284.

Events
Visiting Scholars — presents Dr. Walt Wolfram,
director of research at the Center for Applied
Linguistics, Jan. 24 at 4:30 p m , Blackweli Auditorium.
Alasdslr Maclntyre, proteesor of philosophy at
Vanderbilt University, will speak on "In Defense of the
Obractlvlty of Values," Jan. 30 at to a.m. In LatlmerSheeffer Auditorium

Hospice, films — "Death of a Qandy Dancer" and
"Grieving: Suddenly Alone," can be rented by JMU
staff and students. Call 433-8311, ext. 4887 to reserve a
Him.

Society for Human Resource Management — will meet Jsn. 23 at 6 p.m. In HA 4 New
members are welcome.
Medical and Allied Health Society — win
meet Jsn. 28 st 8 p.m. In Burruss 114. New members
are welcome.
Special Olympics — Treln-e-Chemp program
will meet Jan. 25 at 8 p.m. In room 212 of the Education
Building. For more information, call Linda at 433-1624.
International Association of Business
Communicators — will meet Jen. 24 st 7 p.m. m
Anthony-Seeger, room 8.
Phi Beta Lambda —smokers will be Jsn. 25 end
Jen. 28 at 5 p.m. In room B, WCC.
Accounting Honor Society — win hold s
recruiting meeting Jsn. 25 st 6:30 p.m. In Harrison
A206. Requirements for membership are declared sccountlng major, at least 12 hours of accounting
courses, 3.0 overall QPA and 3.1 GPA In accounting.
Undergraduate and graduate students ere welcome.
Old members should meet st 8 p.m.

National Organization tor Women — win

Special Olympics Swimming Program —
Thursdays from S p.m. to 7 p.m. Meet in Maury parking
lot at 5:26 p.m. For more Information, contact Irene at
X5758.

Meetings

meet Jen. 24 at 7:30 p.m. at the Harrfsonburg Electric
Commission. The meeting will be held In conjunction
with the Democratic Women's Caucus and will focus
on the Vlglnla General Assembly. Gloria Wilson Miller,
Director of Valley Unlssrv, Is the scheduled speaker.

Wesley Foundation — Jan. 24: 7 p.m. to 8:30
p.m.Blble study led by Rev. Jim Snow, Jan. 25: • am.
to 8:30 am., communion herd In room A, WCC; 6:30
p.m. to 8 p.m., evening fellowship with s film and
discussion on the church around the world. Jan. 28:6
p.m. to 7:30 p.m.. New Life Singers will meet In Duke
M20S.
The Wesley Foundation Is accepting applications
for the 188488 aceemic year See Jeanne Flnley at the
Foundation (434-3480) for application forma. Deadline
is Feb. 18.

General

JMU Canterbury — The Episcopal student group
meets every Thursday aftsr the 7 p.m. communion service at Emmanuel Episcopal Church.
Caving Club — will-meet Jan. 28 at 7:30 p.m. In
Jackson 10S.

Campus Crusad* tor Christ — meets every
Thursday at 7:30 pjn. In Wilson 308 for Teaching and
Training.

Intar-VarsHy Christian

Fellowship —

meets every Sunday at 7 p.m. In the WCC ballroom
Intsr-Varslty prayer meetings are held Monday
through Friday from 4:30 p.m. to 5 p.m In Jackson 108.

Christian Science Organization — meets

r

every other Sunday at 7 p.m. In the religious center.

Student teaching — applications for any Hock
of the 1884-88 academic year must be received by the
Office of Field and Laboratory Experiences no later
than Jan. 27. Applications may be picked up In the
Education Building, Soils 308.

Learning assessment and study skills —
groups will meet one hour each weak for six weeks
Jan. 24 and 28. Call 8882 for more Information.
A math anxiety group la being formed to dispel fears
about college math. Call 8552 for details.

-DENTS

Equitation course — If anyone Is Interested in a
class In horsemanship, contact Or. Crawford at 8145.
An attempt Is being made to asses the number of people on campus who would be interested In a riding program being reinstated.
Accounting tutoring — The Accounting Honor
Society will hold open tutoring sessions In accounting
every Wednesday from 4 p.m. to 8 p.m. In the audio
visual department ol the library.
CARS — s tree service provided for faculty and
students by Catholic Campus Ministries gives you s
free rids home on Friday and Saturday nights from 8
p.m. to 3 am. If you had too much to drink, or for
women who need s eats ride horns. Complete confidentiality, no hassles. Call 43JCARS.

Mediation Council — offers free mediation servtcs to all members of the campus community who are
in dispute Corns by the Medietton Center In the Commuter Student Center office, WCC,Between 5 p.m. to 8
p.m., Monday through Friday .Call 4334259 for more Information.

OlTticron Delta Kappa — The national leadership honor society Js accepting applications for
membership. A 3.25 QPTfanrl leadership experience on
campus are required. Application* may be picked up In
Alumnae Hall, room 108. Deadline Ie5 p.m., Jan. 28.

ABSOLUTE CLEARANCE ON WINTER INVENTORY!

Mickey MorriM soys

\1 CREDIT FOR

CPSP — Workshops: '•Resume Writing." Jsn. 28
from 9:30 a.m. to 10:30 a.m. and Jan. 31 from 7:30 p.m.
to 830 p.m.; 'Getting Your Act Together," Jan. 24 from
3 p.m. to 4 p.m. and Feb. 1 from 1 p.m. to 2 p.m Sign up I
In advance In the CP&P office.
Teachers' workshops: "Interviewing for Teaching
Positions," Jan. 24 from 1:48 p.m. to 2:45 p.m; "Writing
Applications for Teaching Position," Jan. 28 from 8
am to S am Sign up In advance In the CPSP office -

Counseling Canter — offers personal, study
skills and vocational counseling for Individuals and
groups. Call 8852 for more Information or come to
Alumnae Hall for walk-In service between 3 p.m. and 8
p.m, Monday through Thursday. No appointment

DsHa Sigma PI — will hold a smoker Jan. 24 and
25 at 7:30 In room B, WCC.
Aft exhibitions — Sawhlll Gallery: "David
Qoinea: Posters from hie St. Herronymous Frees," Jan.
12 through Feb. 2. Artworks Gallery: "Artwork by Lucy
Herding and Qayle Hatcher," Jan. 22 through Feb. 4.
Art Lecture Ssrkss - "Building s New Museum and
s New Collection: The Klmball Museum, Fort Worth,
Texas," Jan. 28 at 4:30 p.m. In Duke A100.

ROTC scholarships — Applications are being
accepted for two and three year scholarships.
Basic camp Is still open for Interested sophomores.
For more information, contact Captain Torres at
8284.

^COUNTRY CASUALS)
SAVINGS UP TO 50°7o OFF REGULAR RETAIL
WHILE IT LASTS!!!

AND
CLAIRE
DUANE

JMU WARM-UP SUITS
50% off regular retail
PLUS - EXTRA BONUS!
Get Your "JMU Booster" Bicycle or Painters Cap

($2.99 value)

FREE
with purchase of $10 or more

No Appointment Necessary
Hairstyling for Men, Women,
Children
We do Perms, Frostings,
Color & Straightening
No wonder We're the Favorite
with Men, Women, A Children

VISA* and MasterCard* Croat. Cards Now Available
to Students through TllTE5fiVErY'« •antcActlon Ptograml
No MWrrtum Income or Job R»x»*»jrnenti.
Savings account and foes roquifod Ma* this coupon for complete
information.
Send to Tlmejaver Heodquortefs Buitdrng /
Student Dept / 12276 VVKdr. Avenue / Rockvite . MO 20652
Name
Adore**

Phone(

ap 2

State

CUV

A Baip males €1/1
UCOTH IHHI
III IIMI l\

just

)

School Attonrjno
Status FfG

i

SophO

JfU

SrCJ

GrodCJ

There's Never Seen a Setter Time) to Gat VISA* and
MasterCard* Credit Cardsl Apply Today!
——

= 'l^aiumiVc'.irtr^j:

«

$9.75
shampoo, style cut
i" ■>,<i i\ 1 if and
blow dry
. aim rr. k i ) • fl
iiii hi- fli'ii.- .1

381 N. Mason St.

434-1507

Rolling Hills
433-8458
s
Shopping Center

Come in and pick up your
Student Discount Card

^airOJates
UNISEX HAIRCUTTERS

1 •»»•■

<
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cArts &, People
Singing telegram boss
keeps Madcaps on key

Madcaps owner Casey Morehouse (right)
and employee Terr. Borze.leoa. . JMU senior, demonstrate Morehou-'s philosophy,
"Laughter is a healthy way of life.
(Photo by Greg Fletcher)
By Amy Mabile
The rest of her office is filled with what might be
one I ever did."
termed clutter in a conventional business. To
Although Casey employs JMU students as
Casey,
the
stacks
of
posters
and
fliers,
clothes*
asey Morehouse strokes her hand through
^cnnozee
sisters, she still writes all the telegrams
crammed
on
racks
in
the
corner,
assorted
boxes
of
her hair and reties the canvas shoe she's
tierself. Once she gets started on a telegram, she'll
hats, piles of wigs, fake noses and kazoos are all
wearing.
part of the business.
type frantically for a few seconds, hum a little
On it is a rainbow-striped arch with matching
For
$25,
"which
isn't
that
much
if
you
go
in
under her breath, type a little more, hum a little
laces. She pats each foot, and with the same'
with
a
few
other
people,"
33-year-old
Casey
will
more
and so on until the telegram is complete.
sparkle as a little girl with her first pair of patent
write a singingtelegram to an old familiar tune for
*>me days, it's not quite that simple.
leather shoes, asks, "Do you like my new shoes?"
a birthday, anftiversary, or any other happy occatoday, Casey has more on her mind than fitting
Noticing her purple jumper is also being examinsion. "We don't do bad news," the flier reads.
uoodMuck on your trip to Saudi Arabia," to the
ed, she leaps up to model a matching lavender
At the specified time and place, two clowns —
twe: of «YOu Are My Sunshine." Namely, a later
blouse, bright red sash and floppy purple beret.
the
Schnozee
sisters
—
make
a
grand
entrance
in
^S?8,? w°nderworks, another important
When she isn't amusing herself and friends,
aspect of Casey's life.
red polyester wigs and sing the telegram
Casey puts her hobby to work as ringleader of the
Sometimes,
if
there's
room,
Casey
will
also
tap
Wonderworks is an organization formed in the
Madcaps Singing Telegram Service based in Hardance.
spring of 1982 to provide an active ouUet for the
risonburg at 95 N. Main St.
The original Schnozee sisters were Rosie and
E.?J ^ T and craftsPeople. Casey serves on the
But her business is only a reflection of her perboard of directors.
Posie. Casey was cast as Rosie and her partner
sonality, not the other way around. She rarely goes
Emilie Deterding as Posie.
m^!L!££ 0ut ^ Just a few P«>PJe kicking
out without a hat and when she's introduced to
Casey and Emilie were teachers at Western State
around the idea and blossomed into a full-fledged,
people for the first time, many exclaim, "Oh,
Hospital in September 1981 when they decided to
ax-exempt organization." Its most recent project
you're the hat lady!"
quit
teaching
for
a
while
and
start
the
Madcaps
£
tne renovation of an old warehouse to accom' "f ,?ct most of mv hats fr°m friends or yard
Singing Telegram Service.
modate
a creative arts center for more than 50 acsales," she explains as she switches to her black
mber and a
Emilie returned to teaching the following spring,
Ztt£*
l
"countless number" of sup"Steppin* Out" hat and admires herself in the mirPorting members.
so Casey hired four part-time Schnozee sisters!
ror. "I try to be selective, but if I see a hat for 25
One of her most memorable telegrams, however
h..f *ffy Sh°W? enthusiasm about Wonderworks,
cents, I'm gonna buy it."
comes from those early days with Emilie.
"On Tr l° her 'yPewi'er with a telegram idea.
Once she tires of modeling her hats, Casey tosses
a Micia
"We were once asked to show up as belly
nine« er a page
' of '" she sings, then sighs and
the last one — a peach satin dress hat — onto a low
dancers, and my partner said, 'I'm not showing my
K
scrawled notes. Each telegram
end table already crowded with business cards,
stomach to anyone!' so we wore leotards under
informati
pamphlets, dirty cups, sugar packets and a coffee
endJrX.TI
°n Provided by the
these really fancy, skimpy belly dancer costumes,"
I Z'i K *"*have trouble with telegrams where
pm with two jars of rubber cement next to it. ,
says Casey. ^"There were lumps and bulges
don t have a lot of information. The best ones
• "I'm not the most organized person," she says.
everywhere, and we also wore the usdal red wigs
"But I never let things slide beyond repair."
and falje noses. That was probably the funniest
See MADCAPS page 9 *
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Dr. Carrier

From the bottom, a look at the top

By Andrea Cope
It was the third Wednesday of the semester and
already, I had missed the bus to class. As a
freshman living in Howard Johnson's, I was frantic. I had no idea what the punishment would be
for skipping a class in college, and I wasn't particularly intrigued with finding out.
I scurried across 1-81, hoping to make my 8
o'clock class on time. Along the way, I met
another girl who had missed the HpJo's bus. We
had been walking together for a few minutes when
she said, "If I'm too late for class, I'll just blow it
off and go eat breakfast at D-Hall."
I gulped. She must have been an upperc lass man.
Then she asked, "Do you want to hitchhike?"
This girl was really too cool for me.
"Sure." I said. "Do it all the time." I don't
think she was convinced either.
"I'll look for a decent car and you stick your
thumb out when I give you the cue," she said.
It seemed a fair deal to me, especially since I
hadn't had time to put my contacts in that morning. I wouldn't have known a motorcycle gang
from a Rolls Royce.
A few cars passed, but, according to my companion, they didn't possess the dignity she required.
It was 7:52 a.m., and I could feel myself beginning to perspire under my new fall sweater. I shifted
my backpack to my other shoulder, and we continued.
"Hey, this guy doesn't look too bad," my partner said. "Quick. Stick your thumb out."
A shiny, luxury car rolled to a stop beside us.
The driver greeted us and told us to hop in.
The other girl aimed for the back seat and left
me stranded up front next to this stranger. From
the corner of my eye, I discreetly looked over to
our chauffeur — like my father does when he's
checking out my dates. I decided he was safe and
ventured into conversation with him.
"Thank you so much for giving us a ride," I
said and smiled. "We're just going to OUT classes
up campus. Do you know where the Bluestone area
is? We missed the bus at Howard Johnson's." I
always tend to ramble nervously when I talk to
strangers.
"What class do you have?" he asked.
"English," I answered.
"101?"

"No." I beamed. "I'm taking 232. I came to
college with six English credits."
"I see," he said, chuckling. "Who is your professor?"
"Dr. Ruff," I replied.
He seemed to be scanning his mind, and I
wondered if he knew Dr. Ruff.
"Are you a teacher here?" I asked. The deserter
in the back seat cringed.
"No," he said, "I'm the president."
"Oohhh," I said slowly in recognition. "What's
your name?" My companion gave a quick, hafd
kick under my seat.
"I'm Dr. Carrier," he said.
I surveyed the situation for a moment. Here
were two disheveled-looking girls hitchhiking to
class from Howard Johnson's — a week earlier, a
HoJo's girl had been assaulted in her room after
leaving her door unlocked. He probably thought
that all of us girls living in HoJo's were asking for
trouble. I felt it my duty to speak on behalf of the
other 87 girls from the motor lodge.
"Well, sir," I began, "You're most likely aware
of the recent attack on a girl at Howard Johnson's,
and you probably don't think it's very prudent (I
had never actually used the word 'prudent' in context, but it sounded appropriate) for us to be hitchhiking. Just keep in mind that all of us from HoJo's are here in pursuit of knowledge, that education is the ultimate goal in our hearts." Somewhere
in there, I was hoping he'd realize we were actually
quite concerned about our safety.
As the car came to a stop on Bluestone Drive by
Varner House, he said something very reassuring
to the effect that he knew we could take care of
ourselves*
I thanked him for the ride, and my now-timid
companion and I hurried out of the car. I slid into
my seat at 7:59 a.m.
A week later, two workmen began drilling into
my door as I tried to study inside.
"Must you make all that noise?" I asked. I
looked out and saw deadbolt locks being installed
on each of the girl's doors at HoJo's.
"Sorry, miss," one of them replied, "Orders
from the president."
Andrea Cope, a sophomore majoring in communication arts, has not taken an 8 a.m. class
since.

(Staff illustration by Drew Haas)

Madcaps
*• (Continued from page 8)

come from customers who just ramble on and on
about the person they're sending it to."
She looks at her typewriter, sighs again, and
pulls the paper from the carriage. "Maybe I'll
work on Sidney."
Sidney is not much easier. Obviously stuck, she
takes the opportunity to chat more.
"Last night we did a really good one. We walked
into the Bluestone Inn, and, you know, that's a

l_

pretty crowded place. Well, you could hear a pin
drop. Then we started singing, and people were applauding between every verse, and we kept having
to hold up our hands and say, 'Wait, wait, there's
more!' those are the kind that I enjoy the most."
That was yesterday; today Alicia and Sidney are
waiting. Casey turns once again to her old portable
typewriter; and then, as if to blame it for her mental block, she says with a giggle, "You can print
this: 'If there's any rich benefactors out there, they
can buy me an electric typewriter.'"
The phone number/or Madcaps is 433-1599.

A Closer
Look:
Super
Bowl
By Charles Taylor
features editor

In Bell Hall anyway, it was the biggest television
event since "The Day After." For fans of the Redskins, the action of Sunday's Super Bowl followed
a similar storyline — they bombed.
"Kiss it goodbye," shouted one fan of
Washington's 1984 foe, the Los Angeles Raiders.
"That's it. That is it!" Marcus Allen had just
scored his 74-yard touchdown run. The score then:
35-9.
"I told you the Redskins weren't real Super
Bowl material," said ano/nej, An accompanying
laugh was. vindictive.
Redskin fans also were talking, just not as loudly. And they weren't laughing. By game's end,
with the Raiders' 38 to the Hogs' 9, one fan said,
"That was a nightmare, a nightmare. I couldn't
believe it. I just kept pinching myself, 'This isn't
happening, this isn't happening.' "
Other heads in Harrisonburg also were hanging
low after the game. One commuter said, "This is
the worst day of my life. I was so depressed the
whole game I was practically crying. The girls that
lived downstairs thought I was going to be
suicidal."
Which is precisely why, in my 21 years, I have
always chosen to ignore pro football as a means of
entertainment. Somewhere along the way, a coronary is likely to result.
But interested or not, one should favor one ipf
the Super Bowl teams, if for no other reason, K)
maintain minirrtal favor in the eyes of society. It'sx
just not cool to reply to, "Who you want t'win?"
with "Who's playing?" So I chose the Redskins.
My reasoning was loosely based. The Redskins
are the only team I've ever held any opinion of —
and that's only because they used to have a player
who shared my name: Charlie Taylor.
As it turned out, my non-commital attitude left
me on top. I didn't lapse into furious depression
when the Redskins lost, nor did I threaten any
friendships by .boasting over L.A.'s victory.
In Bell Hall's main lounge, guys were chanting,
clapping and yelling every time the ball left a
player's hands. Women who had seemed tender
and femininely humble behaved like packs of
hollering banshees. Their purpose would cease only in the event of fire or nuclear holocaust.
And that brings me back to "The Day After."
When that movie ended, viewers left Bell Hall's
lounge with glazed eyes, saying nothing.
Redskins' fans were much the same Sunday
night. Let's look at the bright side of this. If "The
Day After" were a reality, we'd of had one chance
and it'd all be over. At least Washington has done
it before, and with the skill they've shown before,
will someday do it again.
Meanwhile, L.A. celebrates an explosive victory
that they earned. And today, their "day after" is
deserved.
,
_

'

Can we talk?

For a future column, I need your help. Let's
say you were forced to spend an afternoon
with either Michael Jackson or Culture Club's
Boy George. Who would you choose and
what would you want to discuss?
With name and phone number, send your
creative ideas to:
Charles Taylor
The Breeze
Anthony-Seeger Hall
Deadline is Feb. 6.
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COURSE ASSIGNMENTS HAVE BEEN MADE!
Schedule your typist early. . . or you may not get one!

((Aniclue cJyping QJervices

DOUBLE COUPON SAVINGS

J. Walton Cash
433-9752

BLACK LABEL

$1.39

MOLSON

$2.99

Notary Public Services also available

8 pack
12 oz. cans

8 pack
12 oz. bottles

£ 21E and D.R.D. Inc. present an evening with
Eastern / Old South Recording*Artists

THE ROADDUCKS
with Special Guests: The Depot Street Band

99$

PEPSI OR
DIET PEPSI

2 liter bottle

A&P PIZZA

88$

One Nlte Only At

SCOTLAND YARD

Rt. 11 South, 433-1113

10 oz.

Thurs, Jan. 28,1984 • 9p.m.-1a.m.
Tickets: $2 in advance (any $i£or call 433-7479)
$2.50 at door with College I.D.
$3 General Public
(19 and over please)

COMMUTERS!

LETTUCE

49$

GROUND BEEF

99$
3 lb. roll

CANADA DRY
GINGER ALE

You are invited to the
Commuter Student Committee's

r*

79$

2 liter bottle

COOKM )

'Welcome Meeting'

A&P
ORANGE JUICE

•*!

Limit one package per coupon.
Limit one coupon per customer with $5.00 purchase.

r

Monday, January 23
WCC Ballroom
4:00p.m.

—.

-

A&P
PEANUT BUTTER

99c
16 oz. Jar

Limit one package per coupon.
Limit one coupon per customer with $5.00 purchase

I

P&Q
CHEESE SLICES
1

,

OUHJO

Come find out what we can do
for you and get Involved!

,

99$

64 oz. carton

4

69$

12 oz. package

Limit one package per coupon.
Limit one coppon per customer with $5.00 purchase.
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Mason breaks JMU jinx 62-58
Loss showcases
Brad ley's value

Turnovers costly
in conference loss

By John Castaldl

By Steve Lockard
sports editor

assistant sports editor

We'd seen it all before.
Keith Bradley drives into the lane, jumps toward
the basket at a 45 degree angle, gets fouled, and
lands in a heap in the lane.
He's not-the type of player who receives plaudits
from the press or the fans. He often bobbles passes
thrown to him, and his moves to the basket are
unusual, convulsive and awkward. Still, he's had
remarkable success. Either the ball goes through
the basket or he goes to the foul line for two shots.
This play, was no different — except this time he
didn't get up off the George Mason University
hardwood for his trip to the line. Instead he just
lay in the key grasping his soon-to-swell left ankle.
Three minutes into the game, JMU was without
its starting center, and despite his lack of grace and
his propensity for fouling and turning the ball
over, Keith Bradley would be missed — missed for
his rebounding, his muscle under the basket and
most of all his defense.
The Dukes this season are suffering from a lack
of experience. Bradley is one of two seniors on the
squad. With four years of Lou Campanelli's
defensive philosophy drilled into his head, Bradley
has become a necessity to JMU.
And although his speciality is stopping other
people from scoring, his 63 percent shooting
See BRADLEY, page 12

Derek Steele scored 15 points in JMU's 62-58
loss to George Mason University Saturday.
(file photo)

FAIRFAX — The Dukes' 62-58 ECAC South
loss to George Mason Saturday night can be explained by two things — turnovers and free
throws.
A sellout crowd of 2,800 saw JMU (8-7, 1-1) hit.
just eight of 17 foul shots and commit 21 turnovers
to help the Patriots (13-2, 2-1) beat the Dukes for
the first time since 1976.
"You gotta play better than that to win on the
road," JMU coach Lou CampanelH said. "The
frustrating thing is that as poorly as we played, we
had a chance to win the game."
The Dukes trailed by as much as nine points in
the second half before making their run. JMU
out scored Mason 14-6 to close a 49-40 deficit to
55-54 with 2:06 remaining.
But JMU was never able to get the lead,and six
straight free throws by the Patriots* John Niehoff
secured the victory. Niehoff finished the game with
14 points, joining teammates Carlos Yates (18
points) and Ricky Wilson (13 points) in double
figures.
JMU shot 58 percent from the floor, compared
to 38 percent for Mason. Derek Steele led JMU
with 15 points and John Newman had 10 — all in
the fust half.
The Dukes lost Keith Bradley early with an ankle
injury, but Darrell Jackson (eight points, six rebounds) and Eric Esch (six points,, six rebounds)
helped make up for his absence.

Freshman's 17 points
spark 2nd straight win
By Paul Bergeron

Manelski (20 points against Radford) and GiHigan in the backcourt
at both point and shooting guard.
After salvaging a split of its four
The dual responsibility doesn't
game homestand with wins against
bother Jackson.
Radford and VCU, JMU women's
"With as many players with more
basketball team travels to East Tenexperience than me on the team, I'm
nessee State University for a Tueshappy to play any length of time at
day night contest with the
either guard spot," Jackson said.
Bucaneers.
Front court play however will be
Defense was once again a key facthe key to the East Tennessee game
tor this weekend as JMU kept its seaccording to Moorman. The
cond place national standing in
Bucaneers have a pair of forwards —
fewest points allowed per game. A
Regina Blair and Punkie Mills —
65-51 win over Radford Thursday
who combine to average 30 points
and a 71-54 victory against VCU
and 21 rebounds a game.
Sunday lowered JMU's opponents'
scoring average to 54.8.
"Both are outstanding athletes
But it was the offensive punch
and we must control their game if we
provided by freshman guard Flo
hope to win," Moorman said.
Jackson that led to the victory over
Blair (6-foot-1) and Mills (6-foot)
VCU. Jackson, making only her semake up only two thirds of the front
cond start of the season, replaced
line. Coming off the bench is TamMary Gilligan as point guard and
my Larkey, a sophomore transfer
contributed a team-high 17 points
from University of Tennessee who
and four assists.
just became eligible this month.
"Right off the start she set the
Larkey (6-5) is averaging 16 points in
pace for our offense. She gave a
only 20 minutes of action a game.
treat performance,"said JMU ceaah «* :jBasf Tennessee State defeated
...1
heila Moorman.
JMCf Fast year '6ff-53 anq* TeYdVthe"
Jackson alternated with Sue
overall series 5-3.
staff writer

Julie Franken goes up for two of her 10 points in Thursday's 66-51- winover Radford University. (Photo by Ming Leong)
•,
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Bradley
•►(Continued from page 11)

average serves as evidence triat Keith
Bradley is an important part of the
Dukes' offense.
Bradley only averages 6.3 points a
game, and to say that he may have
made up the difference in Saturday's
62-58 loss might appear overstated.
But besides Derek Steele, every JMU
player contributes about six points a
game.

When Bradley left the game Saturday, JMU was like a six-shooter with
five bullets and one blank. The
Dukes fired all their shots closing a
nine point lead to one. When it was
time to go in for the kill, they fired a
blank.
Saturday night's loss showed that
number 32 may not be a dazzling
member of the team, but he is an important one. And with the lack of
big men on the Dukes, Lou Campanelli will hope for a quick
recovery.

sportsfile
Men's basketball

Results

JMU 58
Player
Bradley
Newman. .
Mosten....
Brent
Steele
Each
Jackson ...
Kingland ,.
Maslolt ..
Banks
Inge
TOTALS

William and Mary's Bob Creach posted an 8 J5 for first place in
the Pommel horse event In the Shenandoah Invitational Saturday. (Photo by Greg Fletcher)
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Rose
Yates
Dlllard
Wilson ....
Nleholt....
Yohe
Duerene ...
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McQueen ..
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JMU 58

Women's Basketball
JMU 65
Hadford University 51
JMU 71
Virginia Commonwealth University 54
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1
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18
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13
14
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Men's Gymnastics
University of Pittsburgh 257.50
Navy 250.95
University ol Georgia 248.60
North Carolina State 24320
Massachusetts University 238.15
William and Mary 236.05
Jacksonville State 229.25
JMU 214.30
Georgia Tech 198.20
Women's Gymnastics
New Hampshire University 167.95
University ol Maryland 167.15
North Carolina State 159.70
North Carolina 159.45
JMU 159.24
Women's Swimming
Virginia Commonwealth 83
Women'i Track
George Mason University 83
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434 -1812

SPRING BREAK SPECIAL!
10 visits $15, 20 visits $25
Must be purchased by Jan. 31
May be used ANYTIME
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Burn-Proof Your Body
With The Best System Available

^MIDWAY DOWNTOWN*
153 S. Main St

433-8978

REV. BILLY WIRTZ
AND
JIMMY O AND THE

READY TEDS
Tues. Jan. 24

Happy Hour 7-10 p.m.

Hiring ailk-gcgrads is Mmething the
Army has always done And lately, we've
been doing a lot more of it.
In fact, last year alone nearly 7.000
ODISIB: grads ch.se to begin their future as
Army officers
. Why? Some wanted the opportunity
«r» develop valuable leadership and management skills early in their career
Others were impressed with the amount
of responsibility we give our officers startini!
ixit And still more liked the idea of serving
their country around the world
Interested' Then you can start prepanng
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KUIC is*'
a college
program that trains
you to become an Army officer. By helping
you deyelopyouf leadersh.p and management ability.
Enrolling can benefit your immediate
future, Bo. Through scholarships and other
financial aid.
So the next time you re thinking about
job poss.bi!ities. think about the one more
recent college graduates chose List year than
any other.
<~ ^mf '"formation, contact the Professor of Military Science on your campus
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'^Viewpoint
Rides

Give service funds

Getting home from a local bar after a few beers
on a Friday night means 1) driving and chancing a
wreck or arrest or 2) walking and chancing a public
drunkenness charge.
But the Catholic Campus Ministry soon might
provide students with a better alternative — if
CCM gets funding. "Catch a Ride Safely," which
will provide rides home for intoxicated JMU
students, could be one of the most worthwhile services available on campus.
However, they need money. The CCM is asking
the SGA for $1,800 to buy insurance, communication equipment and other supplies. We urge the
SGA to fund the program as soon as possible.
Most students probably will never use this service. For those students that do, however, it could
be a lifesaver.
The crusade against drunken driving has intensified in recent years, but the effort has concentrated on passing stiffer penalties for drunken
drivers. While we support such measures, we are
glad to see concerned citizens battling the problem
through services like "Catch a Ride Safely."
"Catch a Ride Safety" could be in operation
soon if the SGA acts quickly. From the quartermillion the SGA will distribute this year, this
$1,800 could be its most worthwhile investment.
Because we see the importance of this service,
The Breeze is donating the money we receive from
classified ads for the next four issues to the CCM's
program. If you would like to help the CCM get
this program started, send a personal or classified
to The Breeze, campus mail.
The life you save might be yours.
The above editorial was written by Ross Richardson, The Breeze's Editorial Editor. It is the opinion of
Richardson, Editor Ian Katz, Managing Editor Daniel
Finnegan and Assistant Editorial Editor Gay Fultz.

People still processed by skin color
Would Martin Luther King Jr. be pleased with
the race situation if he were alive today? Many
people say yes. While progress has been made,
racism still permeates many areas of our society.
Let's go back in time and look at the scenario that
faced Dr. King:
Whites were a powerful political force. Black
voters* strength was _ diluted, because whites
assured their voting strength through voter
registration drives to get more white voters
registered.

Weekend. This program would have been intended
to introduce prospective white freshmen to collegiate life.
In the early 60's, Dr. King might have turned on
his TV only to see another ad saying that, thanks
to the United Caucasian College Fund, yet another

Guest
Spot

Colleges admittance policies were blatantly
discriminatory. Whites were admitted while many
better-qualified blacks were turned away — on the
basis of race. Less-qualified white students took
special classes — all expenses paid by the state —
designed to correct their academic deficiencies.
Black students were not given this special treatment. Some colleges paid money to get white
students to attend a their school, simply because
they're white.
Again, black students were ineligible.

white student could attend a predominantly white
college.
Boasting about being predominantly white?
How racist!

White interests were represented by organizations like all-white sororities and all-white fraternities. If there had been a White Student Alliance,
•t would have sponsored White Freshman

Let's return to the present. Reread the scenario,
but the black and white positions are reversed..
Today, black voter registration drives push for
black voter strength. 'In Virginia, the Summer

MELISSA REED

Transition program introduces prospective black
students to collegiate life.
Black Freshman Weekend shows these prospective freshmen around campus and gives them a
taste of college life. I would have loved that opportunity, but I'm ineligible — my skin is white.
To all that, add such things as the Miss Black
America contest, in which only black women are
permitted to compete. On the other hand, both
blacks and whites compete in the Miss America
contest: This year's Miss America is black.
Blacks are even pushing for their own national
anthem — "We Shall Overcome".
Iff

I could go on, but the point has been made. The
basic problem still exists: people are still processed
according to skin color, although in many cases the
discrimination has been reversed.
But would Dr. King be pleased? Dr. King fought
for equality and understanding among all races, so
if he saw what was going on today, he'd roll over
in his grave.
eessrng.-
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Readers Forum
Incompetent?
WVPT fails to air debate, management responds
To the editor
On Jan. 15, 40 million Americans watched the televised debate between the
Democratic candidates for president.
Unfortunately, citizens in this area were
unable to watch this important event in
the 1984 campaign due to arbitrary and
outrageous decisions by the program
management at our local public television
station, WVPT.
* Furthermore, it has come to our attention the station failed to record the debate,
thus making it unlikely this event will ever
be shown in this area. We feel the station
should make every effort to obtain a tape
of the debate and show it at a suitable
time.
Finally, we feel these decisions by the
program management reflect extreme incompetence and civic irresponsibility.

-•

To the editor
The failure of WVPT to telecast
the live Democratic political'debate
on Jan. 15 was indeed regrettable.
All those who have called or written
WVPT have received our profound
apology.

We feel the appropriate response should
be the removal of the parties responsible
for these egregious and unacceptable decisions.
J. Barkley Rosser, Jr.
associate professor of economics
Andrew I. Kohen
professor of economics
Robert Loube
assistant professor of economics
« »••'

David C. Schirm
assistant professor of economics
Robert N. Horn
associate professor of economics

We realize we cannot replace
what has been lost. We hope,
however, our viewers enjoyed the
"Presidential Forum on Agriculture
and
Rural Life" debate of Satur0B*
day, Jan. 21, airing from 6-8:00
p.m.
It is unfortunate on Jan. 15 there
was more programming opportunity
than available air time. WVPT had
a commitment of long standing to
telecast the premier of college credit
programs from Bridgewater College
in that time period.
It would have been very difficult
to adjust the planned schedule on
the short notice available.
Once again, we apologize for
your disappointment. We sincerely
appreciate your interest in WVPT
and its program schedule.
We welcome your comments and
will take them under careful consideration.
Richard L. Parker
Executive Vice President and
General Manager
WVPT

Nearsighted
v

Column on King stirs mixed response

To the editor
When I read Ronaid Burke's "Guest Spot" in
the Jan. 19 issue of The Breeze, two ideas occurred
to me.
First, I felt in total agreement with Mr. Burke.
Dr. King was a man of great courage and genius.
His concern for humanity, advocacy of nonviolence, leadership, love and convictions were truly heroic. It's about time the government took
proper measures to recognize what he stood for to
all Americans.

I

\

Reading further though, I found myself questioning Mr. Burke's disparaging comments about
past American heroes, particularly George
Washington.
Mr. Burke suggests many men we think of as
"heroes" and "Founding Fathers" are somehow
unworthy of those accolades and that Washington
isn't deserving of being referred to as "Father of
Our Country." He bases this conclusion on the
fact many of these individuals were slave owners.
It's a sad fact the institution of slavery has existed in virtually every culture since-the beginnings •,'
of written history upulitilreadntly, iAltbotigh theidea of slavery seems abhorrent today, in Colonial
America it was generally accepted or at least not
challenged for the most part.

Certainly slavery was a fixed economic, social
structure, particularly in the South. Considering
this and that 200 years of change have occurred,
it's nearsighted to apply the same set of social and
moral standards to Colonial America that we use
today.
Attempting to attribute our modern and
hopefully enlightened attitudes to American colonists of 200 years ago is often fallacious.
Keeping that in mind, I would suggest the fact
that many of the founding Fathers owned slaves
does little to detract from their great accomplishment of founding a nation.
Washington in particular showed great vision,
courage and insight in being foremost among the
men who established the United States. This is why
Washington deserves the title "Father of Our
Country" and why all Americans can be proud of
him, just as we can'be proud of Martin Luther
King.
,t.«.. /i *,

J.Jir-.ltt ■■!«)

John Bauserman
junior
political science

'

icytetterspoli
erspolicyLett*
The Breeze welcomes letters to the editor.
Addresi them to the editorial editor, The
Breeze, Anthony-Seeger Hall, JMU, Harrisonburg, VA 22807 or through campus
mail.
AH letters should be typed and no longer
man one page. Include your name, year,
major, and telephone numbei
subject to editing.
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nation
'Drug kingpin' goes
from jail to jail

Personal income rises
for Americans in 1983
WASHINGTON — Personal income was
up 3.2 percent in 1983, the government
reported Thursday.
Government and private economists said
the increase, from which the effects of taxes
and inflation had been subtracted, reflected
the country's healthy economic recovery.
The 3.2 percent gain was a sixfold improvement over a tiny 0.5 percent rise in 1982.
The gain was fueled by a surge in employ-

RICHMOND — Hubert Hoffler, once
described as the drug kingpin of Tidewater,
was released on parole Thursday from the
State Penitentiary after serving 10 years of
a 53-year sentence.
But the 60-year-old Portsmouth man,
now in poor health, was immediatly turned
over to federal authorities from Texas to
face a five-year sentence imposed in a 1973
drug conviction in Dallas, Texas.

ment as 4 million more Americans found jobs
during 1983.
Also, incomes were not so battered by inflation — consumer prices were up only about
3.2 percent in 1983. The final installment of
the three-year income tax cut also helped.
However, Commerce Secretary Malcolm
Baldrige and some private economists said
Americans probably will not do as well in
1984.

U.S. lifts
some sanctions „
against Poland

Reagan names two
to organization
he wants abolished

WASHINGTON
—
Responding to an appeal from
Lech Walesa, President
Reagan has lifted more of the
sanctions he imposed against
Poland in 1981, officials said
Thursday.

WASHINGTON — President Reagan appointed two
administration loyalists Saturday to the board of the Legal
Services Corp., which he has
sought to abolish.
Congress has resisted

Death penalty given
in rape-murder case
MARION — The Smyth County Circuit
Court jury that had convicted Lem D. Tuggle Jr. of murder 24 hours earlier decided
Thursday that he should die in Virginia's
electric chair.
Tuggle, 30, was convicted Wednesday of
the May 29 rape-slaying of Jessie Havens,
52.
The jury learned Thursday — when they
had to decide on life imprisonment or the
death penalty for the capital murder conviction — that Tuggle was on parole for a
similar killing in Smyth County in 1971.

several attempts by Reagan to
eliminate federal money for
the corporation's program of
free legal assistance for the
poor, which the administration has called an unwarranted effort to bring about
social change through litigation.
— Associated Press

— Associated Press

■--•

A leak describes
anti-leak legislation

Gemayel's palace
hit by artillery

WASHINGTON — A top-level Justice
Department official has been discussing
with Senate aides the possibility of enacting
legislation providing administrative fines
for government officials who leak
classified information.

BEIRUT, Lebanon —
Druse insurgents shelled
President Amin Gemayel's
governmental palace Saturday
during a four-hour artillery
battle with the Lebanese army.
No casualties were reported
at the palace, where the
41-year-old president was
talking to a college group
about ways to find peace.
But state radio said two army corporals were killed and
another soldier was wounded
during the barrages.
No civilian casualties were
reported.

A written draft of possible legislation
was shown to some Senate aides this month
by Richard Willard, acting assistant attorney general in charge of the Justice
Department's civil division, according to
three sources who are familiar with
Willard's discussions and who spoke on the
condition they not be identified.
— Associated Press
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SAN SALVADOR, El
Salvador — Leftist guerrillas
attacked a power station and
bombed an electrical pylon,
blacking out the eastern half
of El Salvador Saturday.
Four national guardsmen
were killed and two wounded
when rebels blasted a power
station with bazookas and
automatic weapons fire at San
Rafael Cedros, 24 miles east
of San Salvador, the capital of
El Salvador.
The raid and another on the
town of Santo Domingo,
three miles farther east, ap-

peared aimed at diverting
public attention and military
resources from the major army counterattack that began
Friday.

Two arrested
in London bombing
investigation
ABERGELE, Wales —
Detectives hunting for the
people who bombed Harrods
department store in London
in December arrested an
Irishman and his wife in this
coastal town Thursday, police
said.
— Associated Press

Spring Semester Programs
Counseling and Student Development Center
200 Alumnae Hall - 6552

StanteyHKaplan Eft™

MOVE!

Rebel attack
blacks out half
of El Salvador

FOR INFORMATION
CALL OR WRITE:
1928 ARLINGTON BLVD.
SUITE 200
CHARLOTTE8VILLE. VA.
22903

MGAT«LSAT-G M AT^fiRE^wwwi

- Study Skills & Learning Assessment
- Eating and Self-Image Group
- Alternate Lifestyle Group
- Women's Group- The Woman Within
- Vocational Counseling t
■- Graduate Student Support Group
- Male / Female Relationship Group
- Math Anxiety Group
- Outreach Programs
- Personal Counseling
Walk-in time (3-5p.m., Mon-Thurs, No appointment needed)
For information shout these and our other services, please
aril call or fisit ithe Center'1 {» > i I n , i >
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BOARDWALK - Thurs. & Fri. 12-4 WCC LOBBY
• Free Popcorn
• Winterfest cups $1.00
• Antique Pictures $3.00
• Tatoo's $2.00
BEST OF MAXIMS - Thurs 8 pm Center Attic
1st Price $50.00
2nd Prize $30.00 $1.00 w/cup, $2.00 w/out
3rd Prize $20.00
'MIGHTY INVADERS - Friday 9:00 pm Center
Attic, $2.00 w/cup, $3.00 w/out
PRE-GAME HAPPY HOUR -Saturday5-7pm,
Center Attic, free w/cup, $1.00 w/out
POST-GAME PARTY - Saturday 10-12 pm
Entertainment by "Contraband",
free w/cup, $1.00 w/out
FALL BEVERAGES 2 FOR 1 - THURS., FRI.
FOR WINTERFEST EVENTSHI

WIN A TRIP TO
kFT. LAUDERDALEl

r

Clip this
Coupon and J
bring rt to !
the
Boardwalk!

& SAT.!

Coupon to Lauderdale
name:
address:
phone: _
Deposit at Boardwalk ticket booth

